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ABSTRACT 

As manufacturing-firm strategies move from product-centric towards those in which a higher 
degree of service is associated with the product a company’s business ecosystem ‒ the 
collaborative network needed to build value for the customer ‒ often becomes more complex. 
When considering the collaborative possibilities, firms can find it challenging to identify and 
compare the potential value created by alternative strategic actions such as radical new 
partnerships and partnering arrangements. To support capability development, strategic 
thinking is shifting to include a broader approach to understanding and conceptualizing 
business ecosystems. The Institute for Manufacturing (IfM) and IfM Education and Consultancy 
Services Ltd. are applying a novel way to allow managers to visualize and understand their 
firm’s external complexity, which we refer to as business ecosystem value mapping. The 
technique has been used in strategic workshops with industry partners. This paper includes a 
case study of one such workshop, focusing on how the industry partner deepened their 
understanding of value exchange in their business ecosystem. This understanding was critical 
to the workshop purpose: to decide whether and how to proceed with a tender offering. From 
an inauspicious starting point ‒ the firm considered itself relatively uncompetitive in relation 
to the tender ‒ the workshop led to the identification of eight new value creation 
opportunities from which four propositions were selected to form the basis of an offering. The 
partner’s subsequent tender offering was successful. Following acceptance, the partner cited 
a number of these propositions as the reasons why the offering was chosen. The paper seeks 
to illuminate how the two-day workshop process, built on strong preparation to ensure that 
the right strategic questions were addressed, developed understanding and application of 
value creation and exchange in offerings based on collaborative ecosystems. We then suggest 
some implications for further work. 

Keywords: business ecosystem, collaborative network, ecosystem mapping, business models, 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Manufacturing firms are diversifying their offerings to their clients by offering services and 
changes to their products during the lifetime of the product. Two out of three companies in 
developed countries, and globally one-third of large manufacturing firms are stated to offer a 
form of services [1]–[4]. Furthermore, researchers state that, on average, one-third of income 
is generated by product manufacturers through the offering of service [5]. Despite the 
importance of services within the manufacturing field, many companies struggle to manage 
the change from a product-centric to a service-centric business [6]–[9]. One aspect of this 
struggle is bringing value to the customer through a structure whereby multiple companies 
collaborate. These business structures are often referred to as business ecosystems.  

A business ecosystem is defined as a network of organizations and individuals that collaborate 
and evolve roles and capabilities, as well as synchronizing their investments to build value and 
increase efficiency (see for example Moore [10] and Williamson and De Meyer [11]). 

This paper contributes to the discussion on value creation in ecosystems and acknowledges 
that there is value exchange between companies when they operate in the same ecosystem. 
It focuses on a case study where business ecosystem value mapping was used to help a company 
solve a competitive challenge. The problem concerned putting together a competitive 
response to a customer tender request for a complex systems engineering change required for 
a class of naval ships. The challenge was linked to limited ability to understand the complete 
value exchange between partners in business ecosystems (focusing on the direct and indirect 
value capture and creation between key stakeholders).  

By addressing this demand from practitioners we are answering not only the call of 
practitioners for a deeper understanding of value, but also academic calls to understand value 
(see, for example, Lepak et al. [12]). 

The research question is: “How did managers create a winning tender for business considering 
their business ecosystem?” considering a single case study as a methodology [13], [14]. 

2 ECOSYSTEMS BACKGROUND 

Business ecosystems have been investigated in at least three different areas of the literature. 
These are: (i) electronic platforms in the form of, for example, social networks, sales 
platforms and games [15], [16]; (ii) ecosystems in a context of technological innovation [17]; 
(iii) ecosystem as affiliation and structure ‒ a concept recently introduced by Adner [18]. An 
ecosystem as an affiliation is described as linked members who make a community defined by 
their belonging to the platform. Ecosystem as a structure starts with a value proposition that 
has to be delivered by the ecosystem members producing value together; a proposition that a 
single actor in the ecosystem could not deliver alone [19], [20]. 

The theoretical grounding for the ecosystem mapping process used in this case study is based 
on the resource dependence perspective [21]. This theory defines companies’ inability to be 
sustainable without external dependencies. In the past this has been viewed less within a 
business-to-business context than within the business; for example, in human resources the 
dependence on being able to hire suitably qualified and experienced staff. If we extend this, 
then companies, in order to survive or extend business, can create dependencies on other 
businesses and make strategic decisions based upon them. Therefore, other businesses can 
also be viewed as resources. The result is a business ecosystem, in which multiple companies 
coexist in a strategic interaction.  

Business ecosystems evolve in different stages. The starting point is described as a mix of 
capital, customer interest and talent base, which is the starting point for an ecosystem’s 
formation. This is followed by expansion, leadership and, finally, self-renewal or death  [22], 
[23]. If the ecosystem is considered a success, there can also be a merger between the 
companies, which is considered to increase efficiency between the parties involved [23].  
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Value is created by the company itself or by its partners for the end customer. Therefore, 
every actor in the ecosystem creates and also captures value. This can take place upstream 
or downstream the value chain [17]. However, it is important that there is a value increase to 
the value chain and as little as possible value slippage within the system [12]. All these factors 
mean that one can look at value in very different ways. One example is a consumer benefit 
experienced, which is looking at the value creation from the perspective of additional utility 
the consumer can experience [24]. 

For the purposes of this paper we are looking at value creation and capture in the context of 
the resource dependence perspective. Hence, if there is dependency between two 
organizations, such as an ecosystem, companies must both create and capture value as a result 
of being dependent on each other, for commercial success to be achieved.  

Value will be seen as both direct and indirect. We consider the former as a value provision 
(pain/gain) following  the definition of Osterwalder et al. [25]. We note that services are 
interchangeable, heterogeneous, inseparable and perishable (Lovelock and Gummesson [26]). 
This also applies to the value they deliver and the value that companies exchange with one 
another. The paper uses a framework developed by the Institute for Manufacturing (IfM) to 
describe the creation and capture of direct and indirect value by companies and exchanged 
within ecosystems. 

This paper is a first effort to understand the impact of business ecosystem understanding. The 
single case study is not aiming to generalize, but to show the impact of a workshop-based 
thought development process concerning business ecosystems and the value that is exchanged 
between the organizational actors. After detailing the case study and defining its impact, we 
will offer some conclusions and areas of further work.  

3 CASE STUDY 

The case study considers the provision of upgrade services to complex naval ships, particularly 
in the context of a specific major tendering contract for a significant modification for 
commissioned naval platforms.  

The opening situation was assessed and could be summarised as follows: 

• The customer issuing the invitation to tender is strongly wedded to introducing more 
competition to the maritime supplier market 

• It is vital that the customer perceives significantly improved delivery capability  
• The programme can impact on major future bids, so it is vital that the provider bids to 

win 

IfM developed an ecosystem mapping programme with the client (provider) to examine 
alternative possible partnership configurations for the project, and associated competitive 
value propositions. The critical question considered was to examine how different potential 
alliance configurations might fit the strategic context of the maritime support environment 
(including impact on effective decision-making around solution definition). 

The programme consisted of a planning workshop with key leaders from the bid team to ensure 
the current situation was well understood and articulated and define the scope and critical 
question, and selection criteria, followed by a two-day workshop in November 2016 with client 
bid team members and other key internal stakeholders to examine the ecosystem and develop 
strategic options for new partnering and value creation opportunities. The key steps in the 
two-day workshop process were as follows: 

• Develop ecosystem map and use ‘activity maps’ to check completeness 
• Develop long list of members and shorten the list using agreed selection criteria 
• Examine the short-list members to identify the relationships with greatest value 

creation potential 
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• Develop brief summaries for the most important members identified, showing value 
proposition, dependencies on other ecosystem members, and key risks run 

• Examine value exchange options for the key relationships 
• Generate candidate solution partnership configurations 
• Assess and select most promising configurations and develop selected options 

The workshop process is outlined in Figure 1.  

  
Figure 1: Workshop Process Summary 

The key steps in the process are described below. 

1) Develop ecosystem map and check completeness 

In small groups or individually, delegates brainstorm ecosystem members and post on a 
collective large wall chart, as shown in the photograph in Figure 2. Similar categories of 
ecosystem member are clustered and then the key relationships are highlighted with string. 
Delegates review the chart for completeness based on known activities and processes and then 
spend time reflecting and capturing immediate observations about gaps, potential 
opportunities, and insights that emerge. 

 
Figure 2: Ecosystem Wall Chart ‒ Raw State and Transcribed Map 

 

2) Develop long list of members and shorten using agreed selection criteria 

3. Examine the ‘short list’ 
members to identify the 

relationships with greatest value 
creation potential

1. Develop ecosystem map and 
use activity maps to check 

completeness

Eco	System	Members
• Government*
• MoD Central
• MoD/Milcommands*	and	capability	planning
• MoD	Acquisition	agencies*
• Export	customers
• BAE	leadership
• BAE	Corporate
• BAE	systems	functions	(Eng)*	and	(BD)*
• BAE	Systems	Naval	ships	and	services
• Other	BAE	systems	Business	Units
• Suppliers*
• Other	operators	and	builders
• External	regulation
• Defence Solutions	 Centre
• International	and	other	external	influencers

Note:	*	Developed	further	in	workshop

Competitors*
• Thales
• Electric	Boat
• Lockheed	Martin
• DCNS
• Blohm &	Voss
• Other Ecosystem member UK MoD Milcommand No: 2

VP Interpret threat and requirement and define the required capability to deliver

AS: Inadequate money for requirement. 
Misinterpretation of threat. Rapidly 
changing planning requirement. Equipment 
capability falls short of requirement 
diverting funds and forward looking effort. 
Decaying technical expertise.

VD-out: DE&S to provide all 
costings associated with equipment 
programmes and procurement 
options. DIO provide infrastructure. 
Nato forums to interpret  threat and 
military requirement. DSTL provide 
technology development support. 
Industry provide strategic advice

VD-in: Capability audits needs, 
availability and gaps through time 
and construct programmes and 
projects to deliver the gaps 
(including as regards people)
Generation of current capability to 
provide to joint force command

Ecosystem member Acquisition agencies No: 3
VP Procure the defined capability at best value to the tax payer

AS: Inadequate or changing requirements. 
Budget cuts over lifecycle of individual 
programmes. Schedule and cost risk of 
industry delivery

VD-out: Military commands define 
requirements and budgets. MoD 
process and government 
regulations. Industry to respond to 
RFPs and deliver programmes

VD-in: Develop User requirements into 
technical procurement specifications. Spend 
money on behalf of military commands, 
running competitions and facilitating 
procurement decisions through agreed 
selection criteria and fair competition. 
Project manage deliveries to acceptance. 
Provide information on likely cost of possible 
programmes

Ecosystem member BAE Systems Engineering Fn No: 4
VP Cost effective, Innovative technical solutions that shape and meet 
requirements 

AS: Product safety and performance risks. 
Underestimating level of resource required 
to deliver requirement. 
Misinterpreting/exceeding/over engineering 
the requirement. Internal reputational and 
influence risk to engineering from wider 
BAE Systems  impact of failures in above)

VD-out: Clear requirements 
provided by customer (DE&S). 
Supply chain to design and deliver 
equipment and services in 
accordance with specification. 
Business provision of necessary 
resources

VD-in: Systems integration of 
constituent technologies around the 
engineering lifecycle through life 
design, plan, develop, test, build 
lifecycle. Provide R&D support to 
product and process innovation.

Ecosystem member UK Government No: 1
VP UK to be seen as a world leader with associated defence capability

AS: Inability to deliver required capability 
with limited resources

Loss of power

VD-out: development and 
deployment of military capability

VD-in: Gauging public opinion so 
people feel safe, setting and meeting 
international commitments

Ecosystem member BAE Systems BD No: 5
VP Fill opportunity pipeline with profitable new business

AS: Overselling, committing to what cannot 
be delivered and/or profit. Raising 
customer expectations too high. Missing 
opportunities. Spreading too thinly and 
lacking focus (incl. Committed too far to the 
right in the lifecycle). Failing to identify 
realistic opportunities, resulting in internal 
reputation damage, and image of functional 
and ethical professionalism. 

VD-out: Customers to share 
requirements and provide RFPs. 
Businesses to deliver on contractual 
promises with competitive products. 
Reliable intelligence either bought in, 
or through leadership, community 
and other sources.

VD-in: Customer voice in the business: 
identify potential new business, bringing to 
BAE Systems to be qualified. Maintain 
customer relationships. Identifying new 
markets and capability requirements and 
building new relationships. Provide market 
intelligence and support communications. 
Developing follow on business. Bid and 
proposal management.

Ecosystem member Supplier X No: 6
VP Prime power sources through integrated power generation

AS: System performance and safety risk. 
Integration and interface with ‘whole ship’ 
systems. Changing use from original 
requirements. Technology readiness level 
assessment (including reliant on partners)

VD-out: Bounded system 
requirement from BAE Systems. 
Development partners esp. for 
enclosures and associated 
equipment.

VD-in: Plan design develop, build 
integrate test and support their 
products. (Much in major supply 
chain is in house)

Ecosystem member Competitor – Company A No: 7
VP Design build test complex warships at lower cost

AS: National economic uncertainty. Home 
market dependency, workforce. ‘Low cost’ 
feel to products. 

VD-out: Good requirements, supply 
chain delivery, Government support. 
Collaboration with BAE Systems. UK 
government connections.

VD-in: Systems integrators: Plan design 
develop, build integrate test and support 
their products. Build a large proportion on 
their own equipment (More vertically 
integrated than BAE Systems and head 
to head competitors). Leverage political 
support very well. 

4. Develop brief 
summaries for the most 

important members 
identified

2. Develop ‘long list’ of 
members and shorten 
the list using selection 

criteria
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Member	10
Member	11
Member	12
Member	13
Member	14
Member	15
Member	16
Member	17
…...
......

Option	A

Option	B

Option	C

6. Generate  candidate 
solution partnership 

configurations

5. Examine value 
exchange options for 
the key relationships
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2b.	Managers
(e.g.	Coordination	Experience,	Technological	Knowledge,	
KPIs)
2c.	Strategically
(e.g.	strategic	intent	of	the	organisation	or	other	
stakeholders)

2d.	Risk
(e.g.	aversion	of	market	and	other	risks)

2.	What	is	the	indirect	value	for:
1.	What	is	the	direct	value	for:

Team	 members:

Date:

Indirect	value

Innovation	suggestion Direct	value	 Company
(e.g.	Financial	or	other	
capability,	Proximity,	

Trust)

2b.	Managers
(e.g.	Coordination	

Experience,	
Technological	

Knowledge,	KPIs)

2c.	Strategically
(e.g.	strategic	 intent	of	
the	organisation	or	
other	stakeholders)
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(e.g.	aversion	of	market	

and	other	risks)

Ecosystem	
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Ecosystem	
member

To	BAE	Systems								<--------

From	BAE	Systems			--------->

What	if… Then	we	could…

Implications	for	BD:

Implications	for	DE&S:

Implications	for	Navy	Command:

Implications	for	Competitors:

Improves	credibility,	 improves	situational	 awareness,	improve	success	at	
Phase	0

Reduce	their	 risks;	visualize	a	solution	 quicker,	 help	writes	the	requirements	 reduces	their	 workload,	should	 reduce	
costs

Visualise solution,	 more	confidence	 in	capability	programme,	 improve	budget	forecasts.		Better	 link	to	
requirement	 &	solution.		Innovative	solutions	they	might	not	have	thought	of	that	save	money/improve	capability

Reduce	competitor	 advantages,	prevents	‘land	&	expand’/cheapest	 compliant	
solution

Description	of	change: Engineering	left	
shifted

Implications	for	Engineering:
Increase	funding,	 develop	the	right	people	and	maintain	the	SQEP,	build	 internal	trust	 &	credibility,	 improve	focus	
of	spend	of	R&D;	improve	engineering	 lifecycle,	efficiency	of	delivery	etc,	 shape	requirement,	 improves	win

Engineering	had	a	cadre	of	‘BD	SQEP’	
engineers	available	to	help	shape	&	support	
&	influence	in	country	business	winning	and	

centrally	funded

Develop	more	targeted	technology	plans,	
spend	our	 internal	R&D	funding	better,	
improve	reputation	with	our	customers.		

Improves	our	competitiveness

4.	BAE	
Systems	

Engineering

5.	BAE	
Systems	
Business	

Development

7. Assess and select 
most promising 

configurations and 
develop selected  

options 
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individuals	
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Derived	from	Michell et.	Al	2013

We have an opportunity to: Describe the innovation and the key features of the current set up that would change

Why should we do this? To what strategic objectives does this contribute? How die sit benefit the end customer?
What are the interim and end benefits?

Current state Describe the current state highlighting the deficiencies and problems encountered

Key deliverables and 
dates

Describe any key milestones and associated dates which appear on your roadmap

Required business 
changes and relevant  
readiness / maturity

Technical:
Organisational:
Behavioural:
Incentives/commercials:

Critical ecosystem 
capability gaps

Describe key present gaps in capability within the ecosystem and its members which would need to be addressed.

Other Enablers Describe policies, strategies or other programmes and initiatives in place or anticipated which would facilitate the result

Other Barriers Describe any factors which may, unless addressed impede the initiatives and suggest appropriate action.

Key change risks Describe key risks e.g.: 1) Those inherent in the novelty of the  proposal; 2) This due to reliance on parties outside the 
enterprise; 3) Those due to integration of multiple changes

Commentary on impact 
on Ecosystem economics 
and dynamics

Describe the likely impact of the innovation on the economics and dynamics of the ecosystem

R Phaal  - 15-7-14

Day two

Side notes kept of key issues identified

Employee 
Associations

External 
Senior 

Influencers

User 
Assurance

Force 
Generators

End User -
Operators

External 
Defence 
Influence

National 
Politics

Local 
Politics

Equipment 
Suppliers

Government

Potential 
Equipment 
Suppliers

‘Services’ 
Delivery 

Orgs

Provider of 
Support to 

System

Direct 
Customer

Customer 
Influencers

Established 
Alliances

Competitors

Associated 
Programmes

Services

Client 
Systems 

Corp

Naval Ships

ZZZZ

Equipment 
Impt

Programme

Command

Regulations 
and treaties

Hoteliers

Ships Affiliations
Cities & Orgs 
Sponsors etc.

End User 
Responsible 

Party
head of ZZZ signing off 

contract for YYYY

Taxpayer Media (Press, 
Social, 

Commentary …)

Media

Politics Customer

ZZZZ

XXXXX

Etc. Etc. Etc.
Support Alliance

Client Upkeep 
Performance Issues

Enterprise X Partnership 
ABC,m DEF, GHK

Capability/location

Current supplier  as a 
competitor in partnership 

with someone

YYYYYYvas a competitor 
and member of the 

Alliance

A N Other Competitive 
Alliance

XXXXXXas a competitor 
but supplier

ZZZZT as an engineering 
consutancy that could do 

design

QQQQQ  competitor or 
partners?

AAAA  as a 
competitor for 

PIP

Other programmes 
programme potential 

conflict re D budgets & 
similar suppliers

Cross programme 
resource sharing

Other 
customer 

teams

Future support 
providers Power & 

propulsion

AUX systems?

Galleys etcHandling 
systems

Base 
subcontractors

Suppliers
Design

Lloyds register

L3 potential 
supplier

Equipment 
supplier 

(controls)

Suppliers
Embodiment

Equipment 
supplier (Diesel 

generators) Domextic Supply 
Chain

Potential suppliers

Non-protected equipment 
supply chain 

Ie Would-be competirors
in the Equipment Supply 

Chain

FCO

House of 
Commons 

Defence Select 
Committee

Political House 
of Commons 

Defence Select 
Committee

UK Government 
– Foreign Office

Single Source 
Procurement) 
Procurement 
regulations

UK Trade and 
Industry

Defence 
Ministry

NAO
Defence Lines of 

Development

(Budget holder)

Whitehall

Domestic Supply 
Chain 

(Engineering)

supplier of the 
HV system

Equipment 
Supplier (HV 
Hardware)

Potential 
Supplier

Power system 
suppliersPlatform 

Management 
System (PMS)

Engine suppliers

Key suppliers 
‘Strategic suppliers’

MPs customer 
expectations
Reputational 

risk

Local politician s  
Lobby Ministers

Political
Naval Base

Community
MP, Councillors 

etc

Alliances Regional 
Defence

Defence 
Partner

Interoperability

Foreign Policy

Trade 
Unions
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Employee 
representat
ion (Unions)
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representatives
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Training

Navy Command 
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programmes)

Fleet MEO)

Navy command 
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funding)
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Navy command 
as the budget 

holder and sets 
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Navy command 
operates the 
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responsible for  
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command
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Naval manning

commanding 
officers as 
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users
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Ship staff 
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Ship staff – end 
user

Ship staff
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user’
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Joyce as team 

leader, 
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procurement 
organisation
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The ‘critical question’ and associated selection criteria would have been developed in the 
planning meeting; however at this point, in the light of the ecosystem map (Figure 2), 
delegates review and finalize the critical question and criteria, in case a further development 
is required in the light of new information gathered. 

Delegates then individually distribute a limited number of votes amongst the ecosystem 
members based on the agreed criteria. Votes are represented by two kinds of coloured dots. 
In addition to a rationed (blue-dot) vote for identifying most important ecosystem members 
delegates may use an unrationed (red-dot) vote to identify important members whom they 
consider disconnected or inadequately connected. 

Whilst the votes are compiled delegates in pairs continue to discuss insights from the work to 
date (possibly using a 5/5/5 approach where each delegate speaks for five minutes whilst the 
other listens, then swap places, then talk together for five minutes). 

3) Examine short-list members to identify relationships with greatest value creation potential 

Delegates consider the bilateral connections and potential connections of the short-list 
members and distribute a further limited number of votes amongst the intersections on the 
chart as shown in Figure 3. Limited dot voting identifies both the current (blue) and the 
potentially most important (red) links.  

 
Figure 3: Voting on Short-list Ecosystem Members 

The resulting ‘heat map’ is reviewed by delegates to confirm: 

• Individual ecosystem members to be described in more detail in the next stage  
• The pairs of relationships to investigate later in the process 

In the same review session delegates in pairs continue to discuss insights from work to date 
(possibly using the 5/5/5 approach described above). 

4) Develop summaries for the most important members, showing value proposition, 
dependencies and risks  

The key ecosystem members are reviewed by delegates working in small teams using a simple 
template to briefly summarize value delivered and risk faced by the respective member. An 
example of this is shown in Figure 4. These summaries are shared and posted on the ecosystem 
map for future reference. 
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Figure 4: Example Summary: Ecosystem Member Value Proposition and Risk 

 

5) Examine value exchange options for the key relationships 

Delegates review how value is or might be created and captured in relationships between 
ecosystem members. In many cases value is both direct and indirect. Direct value is concerned 
with physical artefacts or information exchanged for money, whereas indirect value is 
concerned with intangibles, as outlined in Figure 5. 

 

 
Figure 5: Ecosystem Value Framework Showing Examples of Indirect Value 

Small groups in sequence examine pairs of relationships between each key member of the 
ecosystem and complete the ‘value exchange template’ shown in Figure 6 to identify mutual 
creation and capture of value. As they complete the template they identify possible 

XXXXX
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Value proposition: Products, services, 
solutions that a company offers to the 
customers  
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complex defence systems. 

Value contributed: Key value that 
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given the Value Proposition (e.g. 
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Value Proposition System integrator for 
design and build of nuclear submarines
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(e.g. strategic intent of the organisation or other 
stakeholders)
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(e.g. aversion of market and other risks)
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Capture

Create

Create

2. What is the indirect value for:

Urmetzer, Martinez, Neely (2016); “The Ecosystem Value Framework: Supporting Managers to Understand Value Exchange 
between Core Businesses in Service Ecosystems”; Production and Operations Management Society Conference 2016, in 

proceedings

1. What is the direct value for:
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innovations that may generate new or enhanced value through the relationship and list these 
also on the template.  

 

 
Figure 6: Value Exchange Template 

The template considers the mutual creation and capture of both direct value (physical 
artefacts or information exchanged for money) and indirect value (intangible exchanges such 
as strategic impact, trust and risk), as described above. 

 

6) Generate candidate new partnership arrangements 

Pairs discuss insights from work on value exchange (using the 5/5/5 approach) and develop 
workable new ecosystem relationships. They draw a simple ‘thumbnail’ model on a flip chart 
and give it a title, noting any key issues identified. These are presented back in plenary, 
ideally after an extended break ‒ the process is best conducted the following day to give 
delegates time to reflect on their innovative ideas overnight. Example configuration 
‘thumbnails’ are shown in Figure 7. 

 
Figure 7: Example Thumbnails of Partnership Configurations 

Plenary review examines the options, clarifies understanding of the intent and groups similar 
ones together to create a series of candidate options. 
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Company (e.g. Financial or other capability, Proximity, 
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ß From F
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7) Assess arrangements and develop selected options  

Small groups are each allocated one or two options (depending on the number generated) for 
review using the template shown in Figure 8.  

Opportunity and feasibility criteria are agreed in advance and may be relatively simple, 
depending on the context and business requirement. 

 
Figure 8: Template for Assessment of Partnership Option 

Results are shared in plenary by posting the templates on a large ‘opportunity and feasibility’ 
wall chart as shown in Figure 9. Delegates vote on the options to down select a short list for 
further development as shown by the coloured dots on the figure. 

Discussion (which may include grouping of options) is used to confirm selected options. 

Point Comment

Value proposition 
description

Potential customers

Why should we do this?

Implications for wider 
strategy

Key ecosystem members’ 
and their contribution

Implications for the 
company

Benefit score/range and 
comment

Score/Range:

Comment:

Implementation
score/range

Score/range

Comment:

Key enablers

Other comment:

Picture of option

Lead to develop the proposition:
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Figure 9: Opportunity and Feasibility Wall Chart 

Small groups develop one option each using templates as shown in Figure 10. Note that the 
light-coloured text on the right-hand side of the table is a guide for delegates in completing 
the template, rather than indicative responses. (The layout and topics of the template are 
agreed during the workshop planning stage.) 

Final results are presented to plenary for review and finalization. 

 
Figure 10: Option Development Template 
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After: Innovation Management: Effective Strategy and Implementation 
Keith Goffin and Rick Mitchell Third Edition 2017. 

We have an opportunity 
to:

Describe the option and the key features of the current set up that would change

Why should we do this? To what strategic objectives does this contribute? How does it benefit the end customer?
What are the interim and end benefits?

Current state Describe the current state highlighting the deficiencies and problems encountered

Key deliverables and 
dates

Describe any key milestones and associated dates which appear on your roadmap

Critical ecosystem 
capability gaps

Describe key present gaps in capability within the ecosystem and its members which would need to be addressed.

Other Enablers Describe policies, strategies or other programmes and initiatives in place or anticipated which would facilitate the result

Other Barriers Describe any factors which may, unless addressed impede the initiatives and suggest appropriate action.

Key change risks Describe key risks e.g.: 1) Those inherent in the novelty of the  proposal; 2) This due to reliance on parties outside the 
enterprise; 3) Those due to integration of multiple changes

Commentary on impact 
on Ecosystem economics 
and dynamics

Describe the likely impact of the innovation on the economics and dynamics of the ecosystem

Key actions to deliver Describe the key actions needed to deliver technical, organisational, behavioral and commercial changes required

Key issues for ecosystem 
exploitation

Describe any key issues to consider relating to best exploitation of the ecosystem
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In this instance, the workshop outputs were subsequently written up in a confidential report 
which was taken forward by the industry partner on to their bidding process. 

4 DISCUSSION AND FINDINGS 

The workshop identified eight possible new or transformed partnering opportunities, which 
were mapped onto a simple benefit/implementation chart. These opportunities are given 
cryptic code names to protect anonymity and competitive information (Figure 11).  

Delegates voted using agreed criteria to support the down selection and the results are shown 
also on Figure 11.  

The industry partner decided to examine a hybrid of the four priority options emerging and do 
an analysis on possible impact of any changes that might arise during the evolution of their 
customer’s requirements. The four options were: 

• Piggy back: Use existing contracts delivered under brands other than the client’s that 
are recognized as successful 

• RIP: Integrate own and client internal customer roles and offer a proposition that 
extends throughout the life of the asset  

• Tie up commercial yards: Offer lower costs through partnership with shipyard outside 
traditional naval sector 

• Happy family: Collaborate with key ecosystem members to create a competitive 
alliance 

 

 
Figure 11: Opportunity Prioritization Tool 

 

The client bid team leader commented on the value of the process: 

“We covered a lot of ground with the tools and techniques, and we got a richness 
of insights quicker than if we had just utilized our tried and tested in- house 
processes.” 
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After: Innovation Management: Effective Strategy and Implementation 
Keith Goffin and Rick Mitchell Third Edition 2017. 
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The options put forward subsequently formed part of the successful bid, which was announced 
in early 2018. 

“Before we started the process we feared that we were not competitive to win this 
tender and this would increase risk to future potential contracts. We won the bid thanks 
in strong part to the themes identified using the workshop, which had a significant 
impact on our strategic approach by evidencing the best value proposition required to 
deliver the solution.” 

The workshop process encourages delegates to immerse themselves in the detail of value 
creation and capture, both within existing relationships, and potential new relationships. 
Experience has shown that this immersion leads to a ‘eureka’ effect amongst delegates, in 
that previously tacit, hidden or unspoken insights are crystallized as new opportunities are 
brainstormed. This important element of the process is best facilitated by an overnight dwell 
time, hence the value of the two-day process. The psychological mechanisms whereby this 
occurs could be the subject of further study, as they are intuitive rather than analytical, and 
typically move engineering-oriented delegates out of their personal comfort zone. 

5 CONCLUSION, FURTHER WORK, MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS 

The application of business ecosystem value mapping offers a rapid method of identifying and 
examining strategic partnering options in the delivery of complex services. This and other case 
studies suggest that considerable competitive advantage can be drawn from the insights so 
generated. 

Providers developing new, digital offerings throughout the manufacturing supply chain may 
consider exploiting the methodology to identify new partnering opportunities and other 
relationships, particularly where knowledge of the market is limited and/or threats may exist 
from new entrants and/or combinations of third parties. 

The research application here has been to the delivery of complex systems engineering 
upgrade and modification. Potential application areas are much wider and are being extended. 
For example, in New Zealand a series of workshops has been held through Export New Zealand 
to support manufacturing companies in transforming their value proposition into services 
provision based on enhanced data exploitation, and in the UK the approach is being deployed 
to help shape and prioritize future research agendas, for example in the establishment of data 
science capability. 

The work described here features research into the nature of value creation and capture in 
the ecosystem context and particularly in business-to-business relationships. Further research 
is being conducted by IfM to expand the ability of the techniques to focus also on capability 
development. 
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